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Finger In Cage Incited Lion To Bite
By Sean Mussenden, Sentinel Staff Writer
May 14, 2002

TAMPA -- The young Busch Gardens zookeeper whose right arm was bitten off by a lion had reached one
finger into the animal's cage shortly after handling meat, state investigators said Monday.

On Sunday afternoon, Amanda Bourassa, 21, a first-year zookeeper at the theme park, helped three more-
senior animal handlers conduct a routine medical-exercise procedure on Max, one of the park's two lions,
said Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission officials looking into the incident.

With her parents, her boyfriend and her boyfriend's parents looking on, Bourassa, wearing a latex glove,
pushed an unknown type of meat through the iron bars, spaced one inch apart, to distract the lion,
witnesses told investigators. The other three zookeepers used a tool to pull Max's tail outside of the cage.

If the exercise had not been a mock one, the zookeepers would have taken a blood sample from the tail of
the 364-pound lion. The exercises are necessary to make sure the lion stays calm during the real
procedure, park officials said.

With the exercise completed, Bourassa sat down in a chair adjacent to the cage. As she stood up a few
moments later still wearing a latex glove on her right hand, she looped one lone finger around a bar,
witnesses told investigators.

That was all Max needed.

The lion grabbed her finger and clamped down on her arm with his powerful jaws.

"That was enough to start the initial bite, and once it gets a hold it could have pulled her in," said Lt. Steve
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DeLacure, who is investigating the incident for Fish and Wildlife. "It could have been avoided if her arm
hadn't been there," he said.

Bourassa was listed in good condition at Tampa General Hospital Monday, spokeswoman Ellen Fiss said.
Doctors were unable to reattach her right arm, which had been severed at the elbow, she said.

PARK PROTOCOL VIOLATED

Busch Gardens Vice President for Zoological Operations Glenn Young said Bourassa had been through
the necessary training. But, he said, it is against park protocol for zookeepers to stick their fingers in the
cages.

The attack, which took place out of public view in the lion's night quarters, lasted less than 30 seconds, he
said. Her arm was removed from inside the cage, DeLacure said.

Pat Craig, executive director of Rocky Mountain Wildlife Conservation Center outside of Denver, which
keeps several lions and other large cats, said lions, even ones that have had a lot of human interaction, are
beasts of instinct.

"The second you try to flinch or retract your hands, their instincts take over. The more you fight and pull, the
more they pull," he said.

It's unclear why Bourassa wrapped a finger around the bar, something witnesses relayed to investigators.
DeLacure speculated that she could have been trying to help herself up or perhaps slipped. He said that
family members wouldn't allow him to interview Bourassa at the hospital Sunday, though he hoped to
speak with her Monday night. Neither Bourassa nor the eight people who witnessed the attack could be
reached for comment.

Busch Gardens officials said the family wanted privacy and did not release the names of the three
zookeepers who witnessed the attack.

Busch Gardens zookeepers contacted at their homes would only say she was a "good employee."

3 INVESTIGATIONS

Fish and Wildlife, Busch Gardens and the U.S. Department of Agriculture are conducting separate
investigations.

Only Fish and Wildlife would comment. DeLacure said they had not determined if Bourassa was at fault,
saying only that it "could have been handling error."

However, DeLacure said his investigation has determined that the structure of the cage was safe, and that
there were no problems with upkeep that allowed the attack. That was the problem at Savage Kingdom
near City Hill on July 31, 2001. A 550-pound tiger burst through the weakened, rusting chain-link fence in
its cage and killed an experienced animal trainer.

"They're well above and beyond the state caging requirements. This facility sets the standard for the whole
industry," DeLacure said of Busch Gardens.

The lion attack is the most serious incident at the park since 1989, when a zookeeper was crushed and
killed by an elephant.

The UDSA has investigated the park three previous times, said Jim Rogers, a USDA spokesman in
Maryland. The park did not violate federal rules governing animal handling in the other two -- a 1999
orangutan escape and the 1989 elephant handler death.

Young said Max has been taken out of public view indefinitely. Max, one of two lions in the Edge of Africa
exhibit, has been at the park since 1997. Young said they have no plans to remove him from the park.
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